SHIPPER RESOURCE

Carbon neutral shipping
Ready to try carbon neutral shipping for no extra cost?
Book Flock Freight's net-zero shared truckload (STL)
service: FlockDirect.
How FlockDirect works
All FlockDirect freight travels via smarter, safer, and faster shared truckload shipping,
slashing greenhouse gas emissions by up to 40% per shipment with hubless transit.
Then, Flock Freight erases each shipment's remaining impact (for no additional cost)
through a carbon offset program in partnership with Carbonfund.org.

40% shared truckload reduction

100% CO2e emissions

Traditional shipping modes

60% carbon offset program

Carbon neutral FlockDirect

Let's solve the freight industry's emissions problem
If all less-than truckload (LTL) shipments
traveled via FlockDirect for one year, this
would be equivalent to:

If all truckload (TL) shipments that move
with empty space traveled via FlockDirect
for one year, this would be equivalent to:

Taking 14.2 million cars off the road

Saving 1.7 billion gallons of fuel
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Frequently asked questions (FAQs)
Which shipments qualify for FlockDirect?
Shipments that measure 8-44 linear feet, 4-22 pallets, and less than 36,000 pounds.
Will FlockDirect help my company achieve its net-zero ambitions?
Absolutely. With carbon neutral shipping, businesses can easily mitigate their
environmental impacts. Read how Waiākea Water leverages FlockDirect to maintain its
Certified Carbon Neutral® status.
Do other companies offer carbon neutral shipping?
Other businesses charge a fee for carbon neutral shipping, but Flock Freight is the first
and only logistics provider to offer over-the-road carbon neutral shipping for no extra cost.
Why did Flock Freight decide to make FlockDirect carbon neutral?
We believe sustainable change benefits everyone — shippers, carriers, consumers, and the
planet. Achieving carbon neutrality isn't only in alignment with our B Corp values; it’s a
global trend that's here to stay.
Who pays for the carbon credits that offset each FlockDirect shipment?
We do — shippers don't pay a cent.
Which sustainability projects do the carbon credits support?
Each FlockDirect shipment supports Carbonfund.org’s Truck Stop Electrification Project,
which builds IdleAir rest stations across the country. At these locations, drivers can
access all of their cab’s electric functions during rest periods without idling their engines,
resulting in less fuel waste and better sleep for drivers.
Can you provide proof that my shipments are carbon neutral?
Carbonfund.org records the serial number of each carbon offset that Flock Freight
purchases. As a result, Carbonfund.org can send letters of verification to FlockDirect
customers as proof of their emission-free shipments.

Your path to supply chain sustainability starts here.
Let's get started.
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